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IntroductionIntroduction

Recent advances in nanotechnology are paving Recent advances in nanotechnology are paving 
the way to attain control over individual the way to attain control over individual 
microscopic objectsmicroscopic objects

The ability to prepare, manipulate, couple and The ability to prepare, manipulate, couple and 
measure single microscopic systems is essential for measure single microscopic systems is essential for 
future applications of nanotechnologyfuture applications of nanotechnology

These technological developments facilitate the These technological developments facilitate the 
study of study of nanoscalenanoscale systems at the level of systems at the level of 
individual eventsindividual events

We can directly address questions that are most We can directly address questions that are most 
fundamental to our current picture of the microscopic fundamental to our current picture of the microscopic 
worldworld



SingleSingle--Electron TwoElectron Two--Slit Slit 
Experiment (Experiment (TonomuraTonomura

 
et al.) et al.) 

In this experiment, at any given In this experiment, at any given 
time, only one electron travels time, only one electron travels 
from the source to the from the source to the 
detector.detector.
Only after many (about 50000) Only after many (about 50000) 
electrons have been recorded electrons have been recorded 
an interference pattern an interference pattern 
emergesemerges 1 50000

A. Tonomura, The quantum world Unveiled by Electron Waves, World Scientific (1998)
P.G. Merli, GF Missiroli, and G. Pozzi, Am. J. Phys. 44, 306 (1976)




SingleSingle--Electron TwoElectron Two--Slit ExperimentSlit Experiment

Quantum theory can be used Quantum theory can be used 
to assign a probability for an to assign a probability for an 
event to occur. event to occur. 
We can use quantum theory to We can use quantum theory to 
compute the interference compute the interference 
pattern. pattern. 

In In TonomuraTonomura’’ss experiment:experiment:

is the probability that we is the probability that we 
observe an electron at a observe an electron at a 
position (position (xx,,yy) on the screen ) on the screen 
(the event), assuming that the (the event), assuming that the 
““ConditionsConditions”” do not change do not change 
during the experimentduring the experiment

In many other instances, In many other instances, 
quantum theory describes quantum theory describes 
the experimental data the experimental data 
well.well.

( , | )P x y Conditions




Fundamental limitation Fundamental limitation 
of quantum theoryof quantum theory

We can use quantum theory to compute probability We can use quantum theory to compute probability 
distributions (interference patterns) but quantum theory distributions (interference patterns) but quantum theory 
cannot model the process in terms of the cannot model the process in terms of the individual individual 
eventsevents that we observe in a real experimentthat we observe in a real experiment

Not a contradiction: Quantum theory does not describe individualNot a contradiction: Quantum theory does not describe individual
events but the collective result of many events but the collective result of many eventsevents

Reconciling the formalism of quantum theory with the Reconciling the formalism of quantum theory with the 
experimental fact that experimental fact that each observation yields a definite each observation yields a definite 
outcomeoutcome is called the quantum measurement paradox is called the quantum measurement paradox 
and is the central, most fundamental problem in the and is the central, most fundamental problem in the 
foundations of quantum theoryfoundations of quantum theory

D. Home, D. Home, Conceptual Foundations of Quantum PhysicsConceptual Foundations of Quantum Physics, Plenum , Plenum 
Press, New York (1997)Press, New York (1997)



Fundamental questionFundamental question

Can we model the eventCan we model the event--byby--event processes event processes 
observed in real experiments and reproduce the observed in real experiments and reproduce the 
same statistical answers of experiments and same statistical answers of experiments and 
quantum theory?quantum theory?

After 100 years of hard work: All attempts to After 100 years of hard work: All attempts to 
extendextend quantum theory have failedquantum theory have failed

Quantum measurement paradoxQuantum measurement paradox
Prevailing logic in physics: DonPrevailing logic in physics: Don’’t ask this questiont ask this question

This talk is not about interpretations of quantum theoryThis talk is not about interpretations of quantum theory



What if we ask What if we ask ““the questionthe question””??
Why limit ourselves to the framework that theoretical Why limit ourselves to the framework that theoretical 
physics provides?physics provides?

Quantum theory has nothing to say about individual events Quantum theory has nothing to say about individual events 
anywayanyway

Strategy: Stick to the data (= single events) that is Strategy: Stick to the data (= single events) that is 
provided by experiment and look for processes that provided by experiment and look for processes that 
generate these events such that the collective outcome generate these events such that the collective outcome 
agrees with quantum theoryagrees with quantum theory

N. Bohr: N. Bohr: ““There is no quantum world. There is only an abstract There is no quantum world. There is only an abstract 
quantum mechanical description. It is wrong to think that the taquantum mechanical description. It is wrong to think that the task of sk of 
physics is to find out how Nature is. Physics concerns what we cphysics is to find out how Nature is. Physics concerns what we can an 
say about Nature.say about Nature.””
W. Heisenberg: W. Heisenberg: ““What we observe is not nature itself, but nature What we observe is not nature itself, but nature 
exposed to our method of questioning.exposed to our method of questioning.””



What can we do if there is no What can we do if there is no 
““theorytheory””??

Maybe later, we can make a theory for the Maybe later, we can make a theory for the 
simulation modelssimulation models

A. Einstein: A. Einstein: ““You can never solve a problem on the You can never solve a problem on the 
level on which it was created.level on which it was created.””

ExperimentTheory

Computer simulation



EventEvent--byby--event simulation of event simulation of 
quantum phenomenaquantum phenomena

Basic ideas:Basic ideas:
Stick to what we know about the experimentStick to what we know about the experiment
Try to invent a procedure (Try to invent a procedure (≠≠ a a ““theorytheory””) that ) that 
generates the same type of data as in generates the same type of data as in 
experimentexperiment
Keep compatibility with our macroscopic Keep compatibility with our macroscopic 
picturepicture

Never use concepts of quantum physicsNever use concepts of quantum physics
From events to quantum theoryFrom events to quantum theory





Pictorial description: ConclusionPictorial description: Conclusion

BUT: The decision to apply BUT: The decision to apply VV≠≠0 can be made during the 0 can be made during the 
time that the photon travels from time that the photon travels from BSBSinputinput to to BSBSoutputoutput

To explain the experimental facts, that is particleTo explain the experimental facts, that is particle--like like 
results if V=0results if V=0 and interference if Vand interference if V≠≠0, we have to accept 0, we have to accept 
that we can influence the nature (particle/wave) of the that we can influence the nature (particle/wave) of the 
photon photon in its PASTin its PAST

Sounds like a mystery or (bad) science fictionSounds like a mystery or (bad) science fiction

Task of science should be to deTask of science should be to de--mystify our mystify our 
observations, not to cultivate mysteriesobservations, not to cultivate mysteries



A way out ?A way out ?

Way out of this nonsensical conclusion: Quantum theory Way out of this nonsensical conclusion: Quantum theory 
has nothing to say about individual events, it predicts has nothing to say about individual events, it predicts 
averages onlyaverages only

Einstein (1949): Einstein (1949): ““The attempt to conceive the quantum The attempt to conceive the quantum 
mechanical description as the complete description of mechanical description as the complete description of 
individual systems leads to unnatural theoretical individual systems leads to unnatural theoretical 
interpretations, which become immediately unnecessary interpretations, which become immediately unnecessary 
if one accepts the interpretation that the description if one accepts the interpretation that the description 
refers to ensembles of systems and not to individual refers to ensembles of systems and not to individual 
systemssystems””



A way out? Not really A way out? Not really ……

““Way outWay out”” prevents us from making nonsensical prevents us from making nonsensical 
statements statements 

Unfortunately, it does not give a single clue as Unfortunately, it does not give a single clue as 
how to explain the fact that individual events are how to explain the fact that individual events are 
observed and, when collected over a sufficiently observed and, when collected over a sufficiently 
long time, yield averages that agree with long time, yield averages that agree with 
quantum theory.quantum theory.

Quantum measurement paradoxQuantum measurement paradox



EventEvent--byby--event simulation of event simulation of 
quantum phenomenaquantum phenomena

Basic idea: Basic idea: ““ParticlesParticles”” are messengers that carry are messengers that carry 
messages (relative time, polarizationmessages (relative time, polarization……) ) 

Optical components are Optical components are ““processorsprocessors”” that that 
interpret and manipulate messagesinterpret and manipulate messages

Interference appears as a result of processingInterference appears as a result of processing
No direct communication between two messengersNo direct communication between two messengers
Satisfies intuitive (= EinsteinSatisfies intuitive (= Einstein’’s) notion of local s) notion of local 
causalitycausality



Basic ideaBasic idea

Construct processors for each of the Construct processors for each of the 
components in the experimentcomponents in the experiment

Components should be Components should be ““rere--usableusable””



Deterministic Learning Machine Deterministic Learning Machine 
(DLM)(DLM)

Algorithm (example)Algorithm (example)
((YY0,10,1,,YY1,11,1) ) ((yy00,,yy11))
xx00 αα xx00

xx11 αα xx11+1 +1 -- αα
““LearningLearning”” pace is pace is 
controlled by controlled by αα
xx0 0 + + xx1 1 = 1= 1

Apply transformation Apply transformation 
((ww00,,ww11,,zz00,,zz11))

If (If (ww00))22+(+(ww11))2 2 < < r r send send 
““00”” event, otherwise event, otherwise 
send send ““11”” eventevent

mimicsmimics
( , ) ( , ) ( , )k k kω χ ω ω=P E

, , 1 ,(1 )
ni n i n i kx xα α δ−= + −



2 20 1 0 1 01 2 21 , cos , sin
2 2 2

N N N N
N N N N

ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ− −
= = = =Quantum theory:

Download from: http://www.compphys.net/dlm




Excellent agreement with quantum theory!Excellent agreement with quantum theory!

Simulation results Experimental results



WheelerWheeler’’s delayeds delayed--choice choice 
experiment: Summaryexperiment: Summary

We have proven that there exists a We have proven that there exists a 
particleparticle--only description of Wheeleronly description of Wheeler’’s s 
delayeddelayed--choice experiments thatchoice experiments that

1.1.

 

Reproduces the averages calculated from Reproduces the averages calculated from 
quantum theoryquantum theory

2.2.

 

Satisfies EinsteinSatisfies Einstein’’s criteria of realism and local s criteria of realism and local 
causalitycausality

3.3.

 

Does not rely on any concept of quantum theoryDoes not rely on any concept of quantum theory
4.4.

 

Is not in conflict with common senseIs not in conflict with common sense



A Real EinsteinA Real Einstein--PodolskyPodolsky--RosenRosen--
 BohmBohm

 
experimentsexperiments
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*

 

G. Weihs, T. Jennewein, C. Simon, H. Weinfurther, and A. Zeilinger, Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 5039 (1998) 



Data analysis (1)Data analysis (1)

In any practical realization of (an EPRIn any practical realization of (an EPR--BohmBohm) ) 
experiment, it is necessary to have a criterion experiment, it is necessary to have a criterion 
that decides which particles form a pair and that decides which particles form a pair and 
which particles do notwhich particles do not

In EPRIn EPR--BohmBohm experiments, coincidence in time experiments, coincidence in time 
||ttn,1n,1-- ttn,2n,2|<W|<W is used to define a pair*is used to define a pair*

WW is a time window, chosen by the experimenteris a time window, chosen by the experimenter
# # C.A. Kocher and E.D. C.A. Kocher and E.D. ComminsCommins, Phys. Rev. , Phys. Rev. LettLett. 18, 575 (1969). 18, 575 (1969)

*

 

G. Weihs, T. Jennewein, C. Simon, H. Weinfurther, and A. Zeilinger, Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 5039 (1998) 



Data analysis (2)Data analysis (2)

After all data has been collected, compute After all data has been collected, compute 
the twothe two--particle coincidences*particle coincidences*

xx,,yy = ++,= ++,----,+,+--,,--+ (+ + (+ +1, +1, -- --1)1)
αα,,ββ : : rotation angles rotation angles setting of the electrosetting of the electro--
optic modulators 1 and 2optic modulators 1 and 2

Compute the twoCompute the two--particle correlation*particle correlation*

,1 ,2 ,1 ,2, , , , ,1 ,2
1

( , ) ( | ( , ) ( , ) |)
n n n n

N

xy x x y x A A n n
n

C W t x t yα βα β δ δ δ δ α β
=

= Θ − −∑

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )( , )
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )

C C C CE
C C C C

α β α β α β α βα β
α β α β α β α β

++ −− +− −+

++ −− +− −+

+ − −
=

+ + +

*

 

G. Weihs, T. Jennewein, C. Simon, H. Weinfurther, and A. Zeilinger, Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 5039 (1998) 



Quantum theory for the EPRB Quantum theory for the EPRB 
experimentexperiment

Single system of two Single system of two SS=1/2 particles=1/2 particles
The whole experiment is described by a The whole experiment is described by a 
singlet (total spin zero) state singlet (total spin zero) state 

A simple calculation shows that A simple calculation shows that 

( )1 2 1 2

1
2

Ψ = ↑ ↓ − ↓ ↑

1 1 1

2 2 2

1 2

( ) ( ) 0

( ) ( ) 0

( )  

E E

E E

E

= = Ψ ⋅ Ψ =

= = Ψ ⋅ Ψ =

= Ψ ⋅ ⋅ Ψ = − ⋅

a,b a a

a,b b b

a,b a b a b

σ

σ

σ σ

EPR paradox

If QT is used to ``explain”

 data (= events)



Real EPRB experimentReal EPRB experiment

Our analysis of experimental data of Our analysis of experimental data of 
WeihsWeihs et al. using three different methodset al. using three different methods

http://www.quantum.at/research/photonentangle/bellexp/data.html

max ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
Experiment: 0, / 8, / 4, 3 /8
S E a c E a d E b c E b d

a b c dπ π π
≡ − + +

= = = =
Upper bound for 
a system of two 
S=1/2 particles

Upper bound for 
a system of two

 
uncorrelated 
S=1/2 particles

“Best”

 

value cited

 
in literature: 2.73 
(Weihs

 

et al.)



A Solution  (1)A Solution  (1)

Start from the observation that experiment Start from the observation that experiment 
generates data setsgenerates data sets##

Main rule of the game: EinsteinMain rule of the game: Einstein’’s criterion of s criterion of 
local causality* (local causality* (≠≠ BellBell’’s notion of localitys notion of locality))

““But on one supposition we should, in my opinion, absolutely But on one supposition we should, in my opinion, absolutely 
hold fast: the real factual situation of the system hold fast: the real factual situation of the system SS22 is is 
independent of what is done with the system independent of what is done with the system SS11, which is , which is 
spatially separated from the formerspatially separated from the former””

{ }, , , ,1, , | 1, , , 1, 2N i n i n i n ix t A n N iϒ = = ± = =K

* P.A. Schilpp, Ed., “Albert Einstein, Philospher-Scientist, Tudor, NY (1949) 

#

 

G. Weihs, T. Jennewein, C. Simon, H. Weinfurther, and A. Zeilinger, Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 5039 (1998) 

Listen to what the data has to say, Listen to what the data has to say, 
not what people say about the datanot what people say about the data



A Solution (2)A Solution (2)

Simulation model:Simulation model:
Particle Particle ii =1,2=1,2 carries a vectorcarries a vector
The electroThe electro--optic modulator optic modulator ii rotates this vector by        rotates this vector by        
The polarizer The polarizer ii directs the particle to the detectordirects the particle to the detector

The The modulator+polarizermodulator+polarizer causes a time delaycauses a time delay

Correlations are calculated in Correlations are calculated in exactlyexactly the same the same 
manner as in experimentmanner as in experiment

,1 (cos ,sin )n n nξ ξ=S

1
, ( 1) (cos ,sin )i

n i n nξ ξ+= −S

, , ˆsign( sign(cos( ))n i n i i n ix ξ γ= ⋅ = −S x )

, sign(cos 2( ))n i n ix ξ α= −

, 00 | sin 2( ) |dn i n it t T ξ α≤ − ≤ −

Satisfies Einstein’s criteria of local causality and realism

iα



Simulation resultsSimulation results

Free parameters of Free parameters of 
the simulation modelthe simulation model

Window Window W / W / ττ
Maximum delayMaximum delay T/T/ττ
TimeTime--delay exponentdelay exponent dd
Number of events Number of events NN

NN = 10= 1066, , WW = = ττ = 0.000125= 0.000125TT
■: d = 0

Text book

 
“Bell”

 

model

▼ : d = 4
“Beyond”
quantum

●

 

d =2

 
Quantum

theory

( , ) cos 2( )E α β α β= − −



Results (1)Results (1)

EventEvent--byby--event simulation models* for the event simulation models* for the 
EPREPR--BohmBohm experiments reproduce  the experiments reproduce  the 
results of quantum theory for a system of results of quantum theory for a system of 
two S=1/2 particlestwo S=1/2 particles

Our models strictly satisfy EinsteinOur models strictly satisfy Einstein’’s s 
conditions of local causalityconditions of local causality
Rigorous proof for 2 (3)Rigorous proof for 2 (3)--component spins and component spins and 
d d = 2,4= 2,4 ((d d = 3= 3))
*De *De RaedtRaedt, , KeimpemaKeimpema, De , De RaedtRaedt, , MichielsenMichielsen, Miyashita, , Miyashita, EurEur. Phys. J. B 53, 139 (2006). Phys. J. B 53, 139 (2006)

 
(De Raedt)(De Raedt)22, , MichielsenMichielsen, Comp. Phys. Comm. 176, 642 (2007), Comp. Phys. Comm. 176, 642 (2007)

 
H. De H. De RaedtRaedt, K. , K. MichielsenMichielsen, S. Miyashita, and K. , S. Miyashita, and K. KeimpemaKeimpema, Euro. Phys. J. B 58, 55 (2007) , Euro. Phys. J. B 58, 55 (2007) 
(De Raedt)(De Raedt)22

 

, , MichielsenMichielsen, , KeimpemaKeimpema, Miyashita, J. Comp. , Miyashita, J. Comp. TheorTheor. . NanosciNanosci. 4, 957(2007). 4, 957(2007)
S. Zhao, H. De S. Zhao, H. De RaedtRaedt, and  K. , and  K. MichielsenMichielsen, Found. of Phys. (in press), Found. of Phys. (in press)



Results (2)Results (2)

For For dd = 0= 0 or or WW ∞∞ (( removing the timeremoving the time--tag tag 
data), we recover the results of a model data), we recover the results of a model 
considered by Bell considered by Bell 

Textbook Textbook ““EPR paradoxEPR paradox”” is the result of analyzing is the result of analyzing 
experiments in terms of (Bellexperiments in terms of (Bell--type) models that do not type) models that do not 
account for all essential experimental dataaccount for all essential experimental data



SummarySummary

The same The same ““componentscomponents”” have been used to have been used to 
simulatesimulate

SingleSingle--photon beamphoton beam--splitter and Machsplitter and Mach--ZehnderZehnder interferometer interferometer 
experimentsexperiments
Quantum cryptographyQuantum cryptography
Universal quantum computationUniversal quantum computation
WheelerWheeler’’s delayed choice experiments delayed choice experiment
Quantum eraser, singleQuantum eraser, single--photon quantum optics in general photon quantum optics in general 
EinsteinEinstein--PodolskyPodolsky--RosenRosen--BohmBohm experiments with photonsexperiments with photons
Optical properties of layered materials,Optical properties of layered materials,……



ConclusionConclusion
We have invented a systematic, modular procedure to We have invented a systematic, modular procedure to 
construct causal, Einsteinconstruct causal, Einstein--local, classical (nonlocal, classical (non--
Hamiltonian) dynamical systems that can be used for a Hamiltonian) dynamical systems that can be used for a 
deterministic or pseudodeterministic or pseudo--random (unpredictable) eventrandom (unpredictable) event--
byby--event simulation of realevent simulation of real--time quantum phenomenatime quantum phenomena

EventEvent--byby--event simulation of universal quantum computation event simulation of universal quantum computation 
and hence of all quantum systems (in principle)and hence of all quantum systems (in principle)

Michielsen and (De Raedt)Michielsen and (De Raedt)22, J. Comp. , J. Comp. TheorTheor. . NanosciNanosci. 2, 227 (2005). 2, 227 (2005)

RealReal--time quantum dynamics:time quantum dynamics:
For any set of unitary matrices For any set of unitary matrices UUii, there is a (non, there is a (non--unique) unique) 
procedure to build a network of procedure to build a network of DLMsDLMs such that this network such that this network 
generates, eventgenerates, event--byby--event, the distribution of numbersevent, the distribution of numbers

Published papers, demoPublished papers, demo’’s and additional information can s and additional information can 
be found on be found on www.compphys.net/dlmwww.compphys.net/dlm

1( ) ( 0)Nt U U tΨ = Ψ =K

2
( ) ( )np t n t= Ψ

http://www.compphys.net/dlm


Thank you 



In a locally causal theory, if In a locally causal theory, if bb has no causal effect on has no causal effect on AA
then                            then                            

J.S. Bell, “Speakable and unspeakable in quantum mechanics”, p.54

Example (E.T. Example (E.T. JaynesJaynes, 1989): Consider an urn with one , 1989): Consider an urn with one 
red and 1 white ball. A blind monkey draws the balls.red and 1 white ball. A blind monkey draws the balls.

AA: First draw yields a red ball, : First draw yields a red ball, bb: Second draw yields a red ball: Second draw yields a red ball
Experiment 1: Show result of the first drawExperiment 1: Show result of the first draw
Experiment 2: Do no show result of the first drawExperiment 2: Do no show result of the first draw

As the second draw cannot have a causal effect on the first drawAs the second draw cannot have a causal effect on the first draw, , 
according to Bell, in a locally causal theory, we must haveaccording to Bell, in a locally causal theory, we must have

Experiment 2:Experiment 2:
Correct application of probability theory ( = common sense)Correct application of probability theory ( = common sense)

Experiment 2: Experiment 2: 

Local causality according to Local causality according to 
J.S. BellJ.S. Bell

( | ) ( | )P A BabC P A aC=
() )( ) )

( | ) ( | )P A bZ P A Z=

( | ) ( | ) ( | ) ( | ) ( | )P Ab Z P A bZ P b Z P b AZ P A Z= = ( | ) ( | )P b AZ P A bZ=

( | ) 0P b AZ =

( | ) ( | ) 1 2P A bZ P A Z= =

( | ) 0P A bZ =



Bell did not seem to have realized that the absence of Bell did not seem to have realized that the absence of 
causal influence does not imply logical independencecausal influence does not imply logical independence

First logic then physicsFirst logic then physics

BellBell’’s extension of Einsteins extension of Einstein’’s events event--based notion of based notion of 
locality to probabilistic theories leads to logical locality to probabilistic theories leads to logical 
inconsistenciesinconsistencies

Is a vase with a red and a white ball  Is a vase with a red and a white ball  ““nonlocalnonlocal””??

BellBell’’s s ““theoremtheorem”” is irrelevant to scienceis irrelevant to science

Local causality according to Local causality according to 
J.S. BellJ.S. Bell

( | ) ( | )P A BabC P A aC=
() )( ) )

Logical independence 
≠≠

Physical independence 
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